U.S.S. Vesuvius – July 11, 2000

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: in the corridor just having closed and tightened the hatch ::

CTO_Kelson:
@::recuperating in sickbay::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::just finished turning the hatch as far as it will go::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::looking for the environmental controls::

TO-Perdrix:
:: Just materialize in the water::

CO_Alar:
@::holding on to a handle and waiting for the pressure.

FCO_LtDoole:
$::searching in the opposite direction of MacFarlane for the controls::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::looks at the Captain for the signal to pull open the hatch::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$:: Hi Perdrix...we're in the process of looking for the environmental controls ::

TO-Perdrix:
:: Hold her face mask and swim to reach the others crewmen::

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: Do it.

FCO_LtDoole:
MacFarlane: Colonel, you find anything yet?

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::pulls the heavy hatch door up, feeling the pressure of the water and air as she opens it::

CTO_Kelson:
@::hits commbadge:: <transporter room> Lt. Kelson requesting transport to entry point.

TO-Perdrix:
& CMO: Hi Xen, can I assist?

Training_Tech:
%::beaming the pesky Lieutenant back into the training scenario::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: we're looking for the underwater environmental controls...Mac went one way, MJ went the other way...::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::finds the shattered hulk of twisted duarnium::FCO:Afraid so... its wasted.  We're going to have to jury rig something

CO_Alar:
@::sees Kelson rematerialize::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: KELSON BEAMS BACK INTO THE TRAINING SCENARIO WITH LITTLE FANFARE.

CTO_Kelson (Sound - Transporter.wav):
::transporting::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Mac:  did I hear you say you found the environmental controls?

FCO_LtDoole:
$MacFarlane: Understood. CMO: Lt. Royce, we found the controls, but they’re destroyed

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::holds on and see Kelson materialize with them::

CTO_Kelson:
@::materializes on deck and dives in::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$CMO:Yes what’s left of them

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Mac:  what are our options to trying to rig them to work?

CTO_Kelson:
@::swims to team one's position::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$:: swims towards the end where Mac is at ::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  this way

FCO_LtDoole:
$::examining what's left of the controls::

Training_Tech:
%::grinning and punching some controls::  "Ladies and gentlemen....we may experience some turbulence..."   hee hee hee

CO_Alar:
@::still hanging on and riding out the wave::

TO-Perdrix:
&CMO Ok, I follow.

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: What's the status, Ma'am? ::holding on::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: WAVE AND CURRENT ACTION INCREASES AS A LARGE WAVE PULLS LORENZO AND HER COMPANIONS INTO THE CORRIDOR AND THE PRESSURE EQUALIZES.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::she tried to hold on to the latch, but she gets pulled into the control room::

CO_Alar:
@Kelson: We're about the restore the environment in the corridor.

FCO_LtDoole:
$locates main isolinear chip::

CO_Alar:
@::almost chokes on the words as she's pulled into the corridor::

TO-Perdrix:
& :: Hold on  so not to be suck inside::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: arrives where Mac is at and looks at her air ::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$CMO:I'm thinking about it, we need some way of either linking with the controls directly or manually pumping the water out of the corridor, through some type of pressure wave

FCO_LtDoole:
$Mac: Let's hot-wire this thing

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::tries to stand up, the heavy equipment weighs more without the water::

CTO_Kelson:
@::trying to get control after entering corridor::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::stands up and looks around the control room for the right station::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Mac:  any ideas?  I'm a doctor and not much of an engineer...

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::heads for a console and begins to access environmental controls, pulls out her tricorder and scans it as well::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$FCO:can I see your tricorder for a moment?

Training_Tech:
%::smirking as he watches the monitors and the crew staggering around::

CTO_Kelson:
::looking around for any other leaks::

CO_Alar:
@::notices the station, but as she gestures at it, she loses her balance and cracks her head::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::hands Mac tricorder::

TO-Perdrix:
& ::Looking around to find anything that can help::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::turns around at the loud sound of the Captain falling::

CTO_Kelson:
::moves to help Captain::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: How is she Sam?

CTO_Kelson:
@::reaches Captain:: Captain: Are you alright, Ma'am?

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::takes his air tank off and take the tricorder from the FCO::

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Notice a broken console near by::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: BLOOD SEEPS OUT FROM A DEEP LACERATION IN THE CAPTAIN'S HEAD AND WENDS AWAY FROM HER SCALP IN A THICK THREAD THROUGH THE WATER ON THE CORRIDOR'S DECKING.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::doesn’t know if she should continue working or help their Captain::

FCO_LtDoole:
$MAC: place the green matrix wire to the red sub-routine of the panel, then attach the red matrix wire to the baseline of the main isolinear chip

CTO_Kelson:
@::leans down to stop the flow of blood::

CTO_Kelson:
@::puts pressure on the wound::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::taps her combadge:: Training Tech: We need an emergency transport!

CSO_Lorenzo (Sound - CommBadge.wav):

CTO_Kelson:
@::gets out emergency med kit::

TO-Perdrix:
$CMO: I just notice a broken console, I might find some useful parts.

FCO_LtDoole:
$MAC: then take the black matrix ground and attach it to the main circuit of the control switch

CMO-LtRoyce:
$:: watches Mac and Doole:: Mac & Doole:  how’s it coming?

Training_Tech:
%::sighing again::  The most accident prone group I've ever seen...  :;transporting the injured Captain to Benning's sickbay::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::goes over to the Captain and tries to help Kelson::

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo: I'll help the captain, you continue working.

Training_Tech:
ACTION: CAPTAIN ALAR IS TRANSPORTED TO BENNING'S SICKBAY.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$Perdrix:  great...that will be good

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::watches as her Captain disappears::

CTO_Kelson:
@::surprised at the dematerialization of the Captain::

FCO_LtDoole:
$CMO: I think we might have it

Training_Tech:
%  ::putting another notch on his monitor::

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo: Well, I guess we'll both work on the problem,now.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::goes back to the console and tries to access the controls again::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: sighs...hates feeling helpless ::

CTO_Kelson:
@::follows Lorenzo to the control panel::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: I'm sure she'll be fine  ::she says as she tries to convince herself as well::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Doole & Mac :  great guys...let's get this thing up and running!

TO-Perdrix:
&:; Finish opening the damage console, tear some wires.::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: Something is wrong with the power supply, I'll try to reroute power but I think we need to repair some of the wiring.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  I think the guys have it working, we'll find out in a minute

TO-Perdrix:
CMO: Is there anything specific you need.

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo:  Thank you.  I needed to be brought up to speed.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  no, not at this time

FCO_LtDoole:
$MAC & CMO: I have power to the console

CTO_Kelson:
@::takes out tricorder and scans wires::

Training_Tech:
%::grinning and punching some additional buttons::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: smiles ::  Doole:  great job!

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::gets down on all fours and pulls out a panel to get to the wires beneath::

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Got up and join the team with a bunch of wires in her hands:;

CTO_Kelson:
@::keeps lighted torch so Lorenzo can see::

FCO_LtDoole (Sound - Console.wav):
$::watches as console lights up::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::begins to reorganize the wires, rerouting the power supply to the environmental controls::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: A HAIRLINE CRACK OPENS IN THE CORRIDOR ABOVE DOOLE'S HEAD AND BEGINS TO SPREAD.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$FCO:Doole watch out!

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Mac & Doole :  did you guys bring the sealant and torch inside?

TO-Perdrix:
&Doole: Watch out

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: sees the crack above Doole's head ::

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo:  Good thing the science department is on my team.

FCO_LtDoole:
$::looks up:: ::hands torch and sealant to CMO:: CMO: See, if you can seal that. ::turn attention back to console

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::removes the sealant can from his belt:: CMO: Here's what’s left f it

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: I'm no engineer though.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  apply the sealant while I get the torch working

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::lays down on the ground and works her way further into the console from beneath::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: begins to figure out how to light the torch ::

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo: I'm better at blowing things up than fixing them.

FCO_LtDoole (Sound - Console2.wav):
$::punching buttons on console::

Training_Tech:
% ::muttering::  I wonder if they'll think of it...

FCO_LtDoole (Sound - Console.wav):
$::punching buttons on console::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: success in getting the torch lit ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::grins at Sam’s words:: CTO: Try the controls again.  I've rerouted power, but I don't know it will work.

CTO_Kelson:
@::lowers light for better angle::

TO-Perdrix:
&Ok :; take the sealant and put some on the crack::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@:: Wishes she had taken more engineering courses::

CTO_Kelson:
@::taps the rebooting code into the console::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix: thank you   :: begins to fire up the sealant to close the crack ::

Training_Tech:
%  let's see....::punching the blue button::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: THE CONSOLE EXPLODES IN A SHOWER OF SPARKS IN FRONT OF DOOLE.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: turns from the crack to look at her team ::  Team 2:  is everyone alright?

TO-Perdrix:
$ :: look at CMO as she work' putting more sealant than needed:;

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::notices for the first time that there are several inches of water beneath her::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::looks at the panel and then a Doole::FCO:Mind letting me have a shot at that?

TO-Perdrix:
&:: See sparkles all around her:;

CTO_Kelson:
@::reinitializes the console to try sequence again::

FCO_LtDoole:
$MAC: Let's have another go at it, shall we?

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: How are they Sam, are the systems back on line?

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: sees the members in her team moving around and figures they're okay ::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: continues to seal the crack ::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  a little more in the wider area of the crack, please

FCO_LtDoole:
$:: re-approaches the console::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::looks around and realizes that many of the wires she was messing with have hung down all around her and are getting tangled in her scuba equipment::

TO-Perdrix:
FCO and CIV: I put a bunch of wires next to the console, if you need them.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$FCO:Yes we shall ::looks for what’s left of the ODN access cable::

CTO_Kelson:
@Lorenzo: We're all set.  It seems the other team needs our help

FCO_LtDoole:
$::shakes head:: MAC: What do you think

CTO_Kelson:
@::moves to hatch::Lorenzo: Can you lead us to the other position?

CO_Alar:
::having been healed over by the training center, is transported back into the scenario::

TO-Perdrix:
&:; keep applying sealant:;

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::Sam go ahead to their position, I'm a little stuck...::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::holds up ODN cable:: MAC: Not much left

Training_Tech:
ACTION: CAPTAIN ALAR REAPPEARS IN THE SCENARIO, NONE THE WORSE FOR WEAR.

CO_Alar:
@::shakes head:: Lorenzo: Report.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO:I'll be along as soon as I can get myself out without pulling any wires

CO_Alar:
@::feels her brains sloshing around::

TO-Perdrix:
FCO: There are others back there.

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: We need to help the other team.  Lorenzo is trying to untangle herself from the wires.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: We've completed our objective ma'am ::talking from underneath the console::

FCO_LtDoole:
$Perdrix:Back where?

CO_Alar:
@::goes to the console and looks under:: Lorenzo: Need a hand?

TO-Perdrix:
& About 100 feet in that corridor.

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: completes the seal and takes a look ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::wiggles out her lower body:: CO: A pull would be helpful Ma'am, this stuff is heavy.

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: Can I head to the other site?

CIV_MacFarlane:
$FCO:I think that isolating the power source while making repairs is better than letting the panel overload if you cross a circuit ::Grumbles::FCO:Nevermind lets look at bypassing the secondary overlay and patching the tricorders interface directly

CO_Alar:
@Kelson: Head out. I'll get Lorenzo.

TO-Perdrix:
CMO: the job is finish?

Training_Tech:
%  ::jotting down notes on the teams' performances::

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: Aye, Ma'am.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::pushes the wires aside and is clear to be pulled out::

CTO_Kelson:
@::heads for other teams location::

CO_Alar:
@::gives Lorenzo her hand, and braces herself to pull backwards::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::follows MacFarlane's instructions

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  so far, looking for any other problems

CTO_Kelson:
@::arrives at team 2's location::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::humming while working::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::gets out of her 'jam' and stands up:: CO: Thank you Captain.

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: Then lets get out of here. ::grins::

FCO_LtDoole:
$CMO: how's the repairs?

CTO_Kelson:
$::Monitoring team's progress::

TO-Perdrix:
& FCO and CIV: Can I bring other wires and I saw some relay too and a few other things

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::gets the physical interface working and works on accessing the system::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::heads for team 2 position, hauling her gear with her incase their control room is flooded::

FCO_LtDoole:
$Perdrix: Yes, please and thank you

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Doole:  completed...looking good for now...how's the controls?

CTO_Kelson:
$CMO: Where do you need me, Xen?

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Run up to the broken console:;

Training_Tech:
%  ::continuing to take notes::

FCO_LtDoole:
$CMO: A shambles, but we're working on it

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::reaches the other teams position and looks around::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: sees Kelson ::  Kelson: see if Doole and Mac could use a hand...you guys done?

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Bend down under the console, grabbing everything she can reach:;

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Doole:  acknowledged, sending Sam to assist

CO_Alar:
@::also reaches the other teams' position::

FCO_LtDoole:
$Kelson: Hi. Thanks for the assist.

CSO_Lorenzo:
$CO: Xen, where do you need me?

CO_Alar:
@::makes a few mental notes on the crew's performance::

CTO_Kelson:
$::moves to help Doole::

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Get up with her arms full of wires, relays etc.::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::turns attention to console::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: sees Julia:  Julia: see if Perdrix could use a hand with finding more loose equipment

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::gets a semi functional interface setup::ALL:Watch yourselves ::completes the uplink and reactivates the environmental systems::

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ Perdrix:  I'm sending Julia Lorenzo to help you

CSO_Lorenzo:
$::sighs as she thinks.....back under the console....::

Training_Tech:
%  ::muttering::  Ah, well....    ::hitting some big switches and deactivating some fields::

CSO_Lorenzo:
$::gets down and peers in after Perdrix:: TO: Is there enough room for me?

CTO_Kelson:
$::picks up light to help with the vision::

TO-Perdrix:
&:: Run back to the team, trying not to drop anything:: OK There is still other equipment.

Training_Tech:
ACTION: THE WATER SUDDENLY DISAPPEARS, ALONG WITH THE CORRIDORS AND THE TEAMS FIND THEMSELVES LYING ON THE FLOOR, WITH SOME PUDDLES OF WATER AND TOOLS LYING ABOUT.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::realizes he closed his eyes and then opens them::

CSO_Lorenzo:
$::Clenches her teeth and thinks... not again::

Training_Tech:
ACTION: A LOUD CLANGING SOUND REVERBRATES THROUGH THE CHAMBER AS THE MAIN HATCH TO THE HOLOGRAPHIC SIMULATOR OPENS...

CTO_Kelson:
$What the...?

CMO-LtRoyce:
$ :: looks around and then...::

Training_Tech:
Well, you all lived.   ::looking a little unhappy::

TO-Perdrix:
&::Wondering what is going on::

CO_Alar:
::arches an eyebrow:: Tech: You sound disappointed....

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::stands up and faces the tech::

CTO_Kelson:
$::takes off mask and head wrap::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: thinks to herself...a holographic training session ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::gets up slowly and hauls off the heavy gear, letting it fall with a loud thug to the floor::

Training_Tech:
::slight grin:: Well, Cap you know how it is for us techies....we don't get much amusement otherwise...    ::shrug::

CO_Alar:
::pulls her mask off, and brushes her hair back off her face::

CTO_Kelson:
$::takes off gear, lets clank on floor::

TO-Perdrix:
¸:: take her face mask off::

CO_Alar:
Tech: One would think that two injuries would have kept you very amused.

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: takes off head gear and wonders, what now? ::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::mutters something about how simple the problem was to fix::

FCO_LtDoole:
$::stands up...looking around:

Training_Tech:
::reviewing padd::  Now then...you lot didn't do all that badly in spite of the injuries....

Training_Tech:
...you were able to reach your main objectives...you used the tools well and worked together...

CSO_Lorenzo:
::takes off her mask and tosses it on top of the other equipment::

CTO_Kelson:
$::stretches out kinks in muscles::

CO_Alar:
::listens to the evaluation::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: tilts head and begins to wonder ::

Training_Tech:
...and you were one of the few teams to break the rules and not stick to your own corridors.  That counts for a lot since in the end, you all must count on each other and adapt to whatever changing circumstances might stand in the way of you completing

CTO_Kelson:
::listening to techie::

Training_Tech:
...any mission you're on.

CSO_Lorenzo:
::watches the tech closely::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: listens carefully to the tech ::

Training_Tech:
You managed to keep our sickbay busy, however, which will probably make a certain Admiral a little grumpy about your performance.

FCO_LtDoole:
::listening intently to tech::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::wondering how much longer he has to stand here in these flippers::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks over at Kelson and Alar, glad they are all right::

CTO_Kelson:
::shakes head at last comment::

TO-Perdrix:
::Walk next to Kelson::

Training_Tech:
However, overall you passed this scenario and since that's the only one I have you listed for, you are dismissed back to your ship.  Captain, my compliments on your crew.  The Admiral has instructed me to convey his wishes that you remain in orbit...

Training_Tech:
...for 24 hours of shoreleave before departing for your next mission.  He'll have orders sent to you tonight, Ma'am.  

TO-Perdrix:
:: whispering to Kelson:: It can happened to anyone.

Training_Tech:
::saluting to the Captain and departing::

CO_Alar:
::nods:: Tech: Thank you.

CSO_Lorenzo:
::grins and looks over the crew::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: raises eyebrows...hum...better than the last training exercise ::

CTO_Kelson:
::leans to Perdrix:: Thanks, Ensign.

CSO_Lorenzo:
CO: How is your head Captain?

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: walks over to Kelson ::  Sam:  how are you doing?

CO_Alar:
Lorenzo: I'm all right, thank you.

CTO_Kelson:
::gathers up equipment::

CO_Alar:
Crew: You are welcome to beam back to the ship at your leisure.

CSO_Lorenzo:
CTO: How about you Sam?

TO-Perdrix:
Aye Ma'am

CTO_Kelson:
Captain: Thank you, Ma'am.  Glad you are alright.

CIV_MacFarlane:
::walks over to the wall panel and signals for a beam out::

CO_Alar:
::also signals for beam out::

Kris:
ACTION: THE CREW BEAMS BACK TO THE USS VESUVIUS.

CTO_Kelson:
CSO: Strange time in sickbay but feeling alright now.

TO-Perdrix:
CMO: I heard about your promotion, congratulations.

CMO-LtRoyce:
TO -- thank you...glad to have you back, Perdrix!

CTO_Kelson (Sound - Transporter.wav):
::appears on transporter pad::

CSO_Lorenzo:
CTO: How strange?

CO_Alar:
::steps off the transporter pad and heads for her quarters::

FCO_LtDoole (Sound - Transpor.wav):
::beams back to Vesuvius::

TO-Perdrix:
CMO: I too am glad to be back

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: signals for beam out to the Vesuvius ::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: smiles at Perdrix ::

CTO_Kelson:
CSO: Just a few hallucinations and interesting dreams that's all...

CIV_MacFarlane:
::materializes in the transporter room and sloshes his way to his quarters::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::steps off the pad dragging all her gear behind her::

CMO-LtRoyce (Sound - Transporter.wav):
beams to the Vesuvius

CSO_Lorenzo:
*SO Sands: Report to transporter room 1 and retrieve the training teams gear.

FCO_LtDoole (Sound - Transpor.wav):
::transporter Chief beams Royce up::

CTO_Kelson:
CSO: I need to get out of these clothes.  Meet you in the lava lounge for a drink, Lieutenant?

CSO_Lorenzo:
CTO: I love hearing about people's dreams.

CTO_Kelson:
CSO: After changing?

CSO_Lorenzo:
CTO: Sure.  ::nods::

CTO_Kelson:
CSO:  I'll tell you all about mine.  ::Smiles::

CSO_Lorenzo:
<SO Sands> Yes Ma'am.

TO-Perdrix:
:: Materialize on transporter room 1::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: steps off the transporter pad...and heads towards her quarters

CSO_Lorenzo:
::flips off her fins, letting them hit the wall.... knowing her trusty SO will come clean up the mess::

CMO-LtRoyce:
:: stops and sees Perdrix beaming in ::  Perdrix:  stop by sickbay in say 1 hour?

CTO_Kelson:
::leaves transporter room for quarters::

TO-Perdrix:
:: Jump off the pad and go directly to her quarters, wondering how Diamond was::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::walks out of the transporter room and heads for her quarters::

TO-Perdrix:
CMO: Yes, can I bring a friend?

CTO_Kelson:
::changes into off duty uniform and heads for lava lounge::

CMO-LtRoyce:
TO--sure you can!

CIV_MacFarlane:
::enters his quarters and takes his wetsuit off making sure not to get his other equipment wet::

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>

